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Quick overview of what 
we’ll cover this morning



Goals, KPIs, and Metrics

•Building better goals
•Turning goals into metrics that can be reported on
•Are you monitoring or reporting?
•Picking the right chart or graph to show your results



Introduction to Google Data Studio

•Creating data sources
•Using calculated fields
•Tidying up “bad” data
•Effective report design



Goals, KPIs, and Metrics



The biggest issue we see 
is people diving into actually 

making the report too quickly.



Instead, let’s start with 
your goals.



A lot of goals can’t be measured.



If you can’t measure it, 
it isn’t a real goal.



Goal:

Improve stakeholder relations.



Goal:

Launch the new website!



Goal:

Sell 250 houses in 2020.



Goal:

500 leads from outside 
the US in Q1 2020.



It might be very difficult to make 
your goal measureable.





Can your goals be better?



Common Goal Problems
•You should have a clear how, what, and why for each goal
•They should be SMART – Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, 
and Timely
•Does the goal have enough detail that you can give a clear result 
with a report?



Consider building a goal charter.



The goal charter answers 
three key questions.



1.

What are your goals?



2.

Why do they exist?



3.

How will we know when
we’ve met these goals?









Read all about Goal Charters:

kickpoint.ca/goal-charter



Now, phrase this goal 
as a question.



By asking goals in the form of a 
question, you’re opening yourself 

up to telling a story via data.



“How can we get 250 new 
clients this year?”

“Will we meet our goal of 250 
new clients this year?”



“Will we meet our goal of 250 
new clients this year?”



Now, turn these goals
into metrics.





Next, build your data inventory.



What We’ll Need

•GA — tracks when people fill out the form
•Salesforce — CRM, tracking people from lead to 
sale/loss
•Human beings — responsible for updating the CRM
•Call tracking?



What We Know
•We have been tracking form fills via GA goals and attributing that to 
channel
•We will add call tracking and see where calls come in
•We can improve data collection by our team



What We Need
•Tie Google Analytics to Salesforce when a form is filled or a call is 
made
•Push won/loss result from Salesforce back into GA



Now you know what data you’ll 
need to tell your story.



What chart should we use?



The Right Chart or Graph Will…
•Be able to tell you at a glance if you’re on the right path
•Not require additional explanation
•Not require your presence to communicate results
•Be understandable years from now



Remember the point.



What is Your Question Asking?

•Comparison – bar, combo, table, line
•Distribution – histogram, scatter
•Composition – stacked bar or area, pie
•Relationship – scatter or bubble
•Are we there yet? – bullet 



Ignoring what doesn’t help you is 
just as important and watching 

what does help you.



Don’t confuse reporting
with monitoring.



Reports should be both 
backward-looking as well as 

forward-looking.



Monitoring is “right now”.



Reporting: What happened? Will we 
get to where we need to go?

Monitoring: What is happening? 
What do I need to do?



Discussion:
Let’s review a few goals!



Next: Build Your Analytics Plan



Your Goal Charter and your
Analytics Plan work together.



What should your
Analytics Plan include?



Everything that you’ll 
measure or collect and how 

that process happens.



Who is responsible for what?



Who is allowed to do what?



How often do you check
everything to make 
sure it’s working?



How often do you check
everything to make

sure it’s still set up correctly?



By documenting, you know
you can trust your data.



You’re 
explaining the 

why behind 
the setup.



Think of this document as
analytics succession planning.



You’re 
showing how 
the tools tie 

together.





Don’t forget to address 
where the data is going and 

who has access to it!



End with how you’ll
put the report together.
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Introduction to Google
Data Studio



Three components:

Reports
Data Sources

Explorer



Data Sources
& Explorer



Add your data sources FIRST.





Original data is not affected
by anything you do in GDS.



Use the Explorer to see 
what you have in a data set.





This helps you figure out if
you need calculated fields.



Calculated Fields



Basic Math

•Addition: +
•Subtraction: -
•Division: /
•Multiplication: *



Running Calculations

•Applied at the field level
•Running sum
•Running average
•Running min
•Running max
•Running delta
•Running count



Functions
•COUNT_DISTINCT (or APPROX_COUNT_DISTINCT) – count how 
many times something happened
•VARIANCE – find variance, such as very low or very high periods of 
traffic
•CONCAT and HYPERLINK – make clickable chart cells
•TRIM – fix up label mistakes in events





CASE
CASE 
    WHEN Country IN ("USA","Canada","Mexico") THEN "North  
America" 
    WHEN Country IN (“Germany","France") THEN "Europe" 
    ELSE "Other" 
END





Possible Chart Options in GDS
•Table (& Pivot Table)
•Scorecard
•Time Series (Line)
•Bar (Regular, Stacked)
•Pie
•Tree

•Geo Map
•Combo
•Area
•Scatter & Bubble
•Bullet



Table
•Useful for comparison and when you need to know actual numbers 
immediately
•Data is automatically summarized
•Can display number, heatmap (with number), or bar
•Can include x-axis and target with the bar option



Pivot Table
•Use a pivot table when you need to summarize multiple variables 
(up to two row dimensions and two column dimensions)
•Can include up to 10 metric fields
•Data can include totals
•Can’t include metric filters
•They do not paginate (unlike standard tables)
•Limit of 3 per GDS page
•Limit of 50,000 rows of data
•Metric data includes number, heatmap, bar (like standard table)



Scorecard
•Displays a single metric
•Useful for summaries of data and running calculations
•Can show a compare



Time Series
•Useful for data over time (of course)
•Time on the X, metric on the Y
•Can have a second metric on the right Y
•Up to 5 metrics
•Can include a breakdown dimension



Bar
•Many different uses!
•Can fake a histogram by using the CASE function
•Can show up to 5 metrics
• If you add on a second dimension it does limit your metrics
•Can have regular or stacked bars



Pie
•Probably my least favourite chart
•One metric
•Can limit the number of slices
•Can have a donut instead (and control the size of the hole)



Geo Map
•Also not super useful
•Metro & Metro Code is useful (US-only) as it lines up with media 
markets (DMA Regions)
•Region is not available for a lot of countries
•Only includes the first 5000 rows of data (unless otherwise 
specifically mentioned for a field type)



Combo
•Single dimension with up to 5 metrics
•Or 2 dimensions with 1 metric
•Can have a secondary sort and breakdown dimension



Area
•Like time series but shaded under the line
•One dimension and one metric, over time
•Can show a stack and/or cumulative



Scatter & Bubble
•Good to show distributions or relationships
•Can include a trendline
•Scatter = 2 metrics, up to 3 dimensions
•Bubble = 3 dimensions



Bullet
•New-ish!
•The “are we there yet” chart option
•Center bar shows the actual metric
•Vertical line shows the target
•Target can’t be dynamically generated
•Bands for threshold ranges (bad, ok, good)



Tree
•New!
•Visually breaks down a dimension by metric components
•Can get pretty messy



Other Chart Tips
•Use the Dimension Color Map

• That way your dimensions are always using the same colors, regardless of 
chart or data position

•Layer Multiple Charts
• Using transparent backgrounds it can appear that they are the same chart



Designing Reports



Guidelines
•Answer one or two questions/goal per page
•Consider the audience
•Make it very clear what each page covers
•Keep in printing or screen dimensions (ask what they’ll use to view)
•Give the charts/text room to breathe
•Explain everything
•PowerPoint? Landscape. Printing? Portrait.







Navigating Reports



Set the Layout and 
Theme options.





Every chart type has similar 
options in GDS.







Tip:

If you change the number of 
columns in a table, the 

formatting won’t move to the 
new column.



Tip:
Layering report elements

can help with complex metrics.









Tip:
Hide pages from View mode

before they’re ready.





Tip:
Make a hidden page with

release notes.





Tip:

Make important metrics
larger than others.





Tip:

Use Advanced time periods for 
always up to date reports.





Tip:

Use report-level elements.





Advanced Google
Data Studio



Blending



Blending Rules
•Each data source needs to share a set of one or more dimensions 
(the join key)
•Blending is a left outer join
•You can blend a data source
with itself
•You can blend a calculated
dimension (e.g. tidied data)



What can you blend?
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Tracking Report Usage



File > Report Settings



Thank You!
kickpoint.ca/newsletter
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